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Interactive class at Bengaluru

mind will expand and you will be able to tackle issues in
an enlightened manner. By eating healthy foods, sleeping regularly and exercising daily, you will stay alert
longer, you will be more focused on the task at hand,
and you will have more energy to resolve any issue that
might come up. Once you see these results you will start
even more good habits that will bring even more success
your way. Life will become very exciting!
So let us promise ourselves that we will start good
habits on a regular basis, and most importantly, will

THE CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS

W
HY DO people fail? Failure doesn’t
happen overnight; it isn’t a single
event; it is a steady succession of poor
choices; poor thinking; all leading to
small ‘bad’ habits snow-balling into one ‘final failure’
event over a reasonably long period of time.
In isolation, none of the poor choices or ‘small’ bad
habits seems consequential. In fact it takes a long time
before the ‘final failure’ event occurs and hence the
inability to link these poor choices with the final result.
For example, if you don’t read a book for 30 days, nothing serious happens to you in the next 30 days or even
the next few years and you don’t associate this lack of
reading with your eventual failure. But by not reading,
and thereby not expanding the way your mind thinks
and works, you are setting yourself up for failure. The
same goes for eating healthily or poorly, exercising regularly or not, getting the right amount of sleep or not,
working hard or not – all of them have consequences.
At the end of the day, there are no free lunches and you
will have to pay the price for your poor choices.
Had any of our poor choices led to immediate consequences with our world collapsing, we would never
ever make such mistakes again. It’s like the little child
who is told not to touch the ‘stove’ as it is hot, when he
does, the fright and pain of touching the hot stove
would remain strongly imprinted on his mind and he
would always be very cautious when near a stove or a
flame in future.
Just as you can slowly drift into a life of failure, you
can build up good habits over a period of time and
enjoy success beyond your wildest imagination. It
really is that simple if you keep the long term future in
mind when making short term decisions.
You could start with reading one book every 30 days;
eat only healthy foods; forego junk foods; exercise daily;
sleep regularly and at a reasonable time and you will see
the magical results almost instantly. By reading, your
4

continue working hard with them till we are, not just
knocking at, but breaking down, the door of success.
I will leave you with what the famous American
Founding Father, Thomas Jefferson, once said: “I'm a
great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work the
more I have of it.”

Regards,
Khalid
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Managing Trustee,
Khalid Hashim

No
fundamental
social change occurs
merely because government acts. It's because civil
society, the conscience of a
country, begins to rise up and
demand - demand demand change.
JOE BIDEN
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Tutorials are
fun…at Bengaluru
centre

Women empowerment and healthcare assistance
are the two fundamental factors for promoting

Two pillars on which society rests

Sachkhumvit Trust enters into partnership with
other NGOs and is committed to working with
marginalized communities to improve their lives,
alleviate their suffering and develop a vision for
change that will give them a new direction. Plain
charity often makes the people feel a bit dependent,
so we believe in making the deprived sections partners in progress. Thus the idea of partnership and
participation is one of our key organising principles. We are, therefore, committed to developing,
maintaining and nurturing partnerships, including
alliance and links with institutions and individuals
who identify with our vision and mission. We
believe that community participation is an essential
part of the process of good local governance, and
community development.

How we operate

bring about change. Small can be effective too,
as the cultural anthropologist Margaret Mead
put it, 'Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.'
We at Sackhumvit hold education as both a
means and an end to a better life. It is a means
because it empowers an individual to earn a
livelihood and the end because it enhances
awareness and endeavours to inculcate good
healthcare practices and appropriate social
behaviour enabling them to be responsible
adults and citizens.
Education is thus a powerful catalyst for
social transformation. 'Education is the movement from darkness to light,' said Allan Bloom.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT OUR TRUST

S

ACKHUMVIT TRUST believes that governments work in their own way to bring
about social change, however, individuals and independent organisations too
can contribute immensely to bring about prosperity to the nation. Even a small step can contribute immensely to the nation's growth. We
complement what the government is doing in
our own way and in our own capacity through
our own funds. As the writer James Baldwin put
it, 'The world changes according to the way people see it, and if you can alter, even by a millimeter, the way people look at reality, then you can
change the world.' This change, no matter how
small, will make a meaningful difference to their
lives. Most importantly, they have to be given a
sense of dignity and confidence apart from financial assistance. Our partnership with NGOs aims
to provide impetus to the collaboration by adopting a meticulous approach to strategic philanthropy.
Sackhumvit Trust is a registered charitable
non-governmental organisation (NGO) based
out of Bengaluru which is into its 26th year of
operations. The Trust is engaged in initiating
social welfare projects such as imparting education, healthcare, women empowerment,
employable skill development, and livelihood
to the underprivileged and marginalised sections of society.
In the current fiscal year (2016-17), the Trust
has financially supported underprivileged
families and children in poor urban and rural
settlements in the four states of Karnataka,
Maharashtra, Odisha and Jharkhand. We are
not a huge organisation but a small group of
committed people who are determined to

Learning cluster- HMK School, Jharkhand

child education among the poor.
Women and girls are held back home every day by
parents, as a result they are absent from school, married off too early, and trapped in poverty because of
their gender. At Sackhumvit Trust we believe that
going to (and staying in) school is key to achieving
gender equality and eliminating the systemic challenges that block girls from fully participating in society and accomplishing their dreams. Our focus for
2017 is to improve the enrollment and retention of
adolescent girls in secondary schools and influencing
against negative perceptions about the value of girls'
education through parent teacher counselling.

Impact of our activities
Aligning with several partners for improvement
in education and healthcare, our interventions
have directly impacted over 100,000 children and
adolescents in the past two and a half decades. The
Trust has supported children by providing school
uniforms, books, encouraging regular school
attendance, after-school tuitions, supplementary

Dynamics of change

classes and facilitating admissions to colleges for
regular courses as well as in the specialized fields
of engineering, medicine and computer science.
We believe that community participation is an
essential part of the process of good local governance, and community development. Therefore,
we consider participatory approaches as critical
instruments of our association. The Trust is proud
of the children's proven academic excellence and
the resultant positive social and economic changes
and self-confidence and joy generated among the
families and communities. Good governance,
credibility and accountability have been the
benchmarks for evaluating and monitoring the Trust's activities.

DR SPENCER JOHNSON, author of Who Moved My Cheese?

(a) Change Happens, (b) Anticipate Change, (c)
Monitor Change, (d) Adapt To Change Quickly, (e)
Change, (f) Enjoy Change! and (g) Be Ready To
Change Quickly and Enjoy It Again.
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OUR MISSION
n
n
n
n
n

Work as an agent of social change by implementing programmes so that the
poor can have access to quality education and healthcare.
Support youth in rural areas by opening opportunities for skill development
and livelihood.
Counsel school dropouts, and encourage regular school attendance.
Enable school-going underprivileged children to improve their grades
through after-school tutorials.
Empower women through carefully crafted indigenous programmes such as
basic communication skills in English, vocational and computer training
through our community learning centre in Chamundinagar, Bengaluru.

Efficiency in maximising the Trust's stated social and economic impact
objectives, namely, education, healthcare, women empowerment and
employable skill development
Innovation and creativity in collaboration with NGOs and stakeholders
Co-operation and partnership
Learning and renewal
Belonging and commitment to the Trust's objectives
Accountability and financial responsibility to stakeholders
Fairness in all dealings and relations
Integrity and transparency
Non-discriminatory, non-sectarian, secular, non-political and non-religious
Mutual respect, no personal benefit

OUR CORE VALUES
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Learning is fun

Independence day celebrations at HMK school, Jharkhand

Story telling time at Udyam, Odisha
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Managing Trustee Mr. Khalid with CCDD staff

Happy girls doing action song- At our new centre in Bengaluru

Never give up on what you really want to
do. The person with big dreams is more
powerful than the one with all the facts.

H. JACKSON BROWN, JR., AUTHOR

Sackhumvit Trust leverages the power of trained
teachers to tutor underprivileged children. The children receive personalized attention through which
learning is maximized. The partnership focuses on
supplementary methods to improve quality of learning in Math, Science, and English. As a result 90% of
the children completed and passed their final exams,
and entered the next grade.

The Solution

The Challenge

Partnering with Dream School Foundation,
Sackhumvit Trust imparts children the skills and
motivation to continue their studies. Statistics show
that with every grade the student passes, their
chances for better employment increases substantially. Research also shows that being able to speak
English well increases a student's future employability by 400%. This will help break the cycle of pover-

Long-Term Impact

While enrolment in government schools in India
is high, quality of education is a problem.
Substandard teaching and lack of personal attention leads to an inability to cope with the curriculum. Often, the teacher-student ratio is as high as
1:60. This results in an extremely high dropout
rate - 58% of children don't complete elementary
school and by high school, that statistic rises to
90%. Children lack the motivation and help to
continue their school education.

Graduate level degrees. Those successfully completing the required high school 12th and Pre University
courses are inducted into the multi-disciplinary
Graduate scholarship programme. The Trust provides tuition fees, school bags, books, tutorial classes
and daily snacks to the students - a complete and
comprehensive package.

DSF THE FOUNDATION OF DREAMS

Mr. Khalid with students of Headstart Programme in Bengaluru

O

VER the last decade, Sackhumvit Trust
partnering
with
Dream
School
Foundation (DSF) has had a high impact
on the lives of over 5,000 underprivileged
children in the city of Bengaluru, Karnataka. Certain
Government-run schools in India are stretched for
resources and manpower, leading to below average
instructional quality, low learning outcomes and a
dropout rate of 90% in high schools. Sackhumvit
Trust addresses these lacunae by conducting free,
high-quality tutoring classes at three Learning
Centres across Bengaluru. Thanks to individualized
attention, children receive help and build confidence
to improve their grades and many have excelled in
their academic performance. Children from class 8th
and 9th avail the scholarship given by the Trust. The
programme is aptly named Headstart. Students finishing their 9th grade enroll for the Tenplus programme which sees them through school and
9

ty and give the next generation an appreciation for
the value of education.
A detailed report both qualitative and quantitative
will give a clear picture of the partnership impact.

DSF - HEADSTART PROGRAMME
The Headstart programme of DSF in partnership
with Sackhumvit Trust facilitates the continuance of
high school education of socio-economically vulnerable students. The programme ensures students from
underserved communities don't drop out of the system and have access to quality education. Through
education and development centers in their community, the programme provides them with opportunities for holistic development and academic excellence. The results have been encouraging.
Expanding their reach to more students from government schools, the year saw concerted efforts towards
improving the learning levels of students based on
their needs. Skills for enhanced academic performance
and holistic development were the key focus of the
Headstart programme for the year 2016-17.
Programmes were designed by DSF to encourage experiential learning and application, as well as providing
exposure to various educational matters. Students were
provided with many opportunities to go beyond their
textbooks and also express themselves through various
academic as well as non-academic activities. They were
given opportunities to interact with individuals from
diverse backgrounds and from various countries adding
to their exposure and confidence. Meaningful opportunities were created for volunteers to contribute substantially to these partnership programmes, thereby creating
long-term ambassadors for this cause.

Programme - Academic Class Details
In an effort to improve the quality of the academic
sessions and making it consistent across centers, a
teaching resource pool was created. Based on their
vast experience and learning from previous years,
facilitators collated teaching resources, which would
add value to sessions.
Various experiential and activity based methodologies were adopted for subjects for deeper understanding. Games and competitions were used to
10

Science Class in progress - Bengaluru

improve the English language skills of students.
Reading, library programme was emphasized on
spelling bee and storytelling competitions were held
to inculcate reading habits in students, with over 140
students participating. This not only improved their
vocabulary but also increased their confidence.
Apart from learning science through experiments,
students were encouraged to apply their knowledge
to create projects, which would help them explore
concepts in depth. Science exhibition was organized
which saw projects from simple water heaters to
holograms. This also gave students a great opportunity to present their projects to SME's and to the Senior
Director of Oracle India, Mr. Sathyanarayan Kumar.
Mathematics sessions were designed according to
the needs of the students, strengthening their fundamentals through math modeling workshops.
Equipping students with basic computer knowl-

edge, ongoing computer sessions were taken for 8th
standard students. Taking exposure to technology to
another level, students in 9th standard were taught
SCRATCH programming, through which they
learnt to create animations on their own.
To create responsible and conscientious citizens,
students were taken through workshops, which
made them aware of greenhouse effects and environmental concerns and how they can play a role in
safeguarding natural resources. Making it holistic,
they were taught to reuse paper by creating bags,
which would be an alternate for plastic bags.

Larger Exposure Topics

Giving students larger exposure to their curriculum,
workshops were conducted where experts from the
field gave students an understanding of concepts in
textbook and practical application of the same.

Session on 'Genetics and Heredity' was conducted by
scientist Dr. Deepthi Saini for 60 students pursuing
their 10th standard. The two-hour session covered
various topics under genetics including activities for
students to simplify the topic. The volunteer also
spoke to them about genetics as a career option and
the various courses they can pursue, as well as, scholarships they can apply for. The session gave students
exposure as well as a greater understanding of various
lucrative career options, for those who are passionate
about science in general, and biology in particular.
A session on electricity was conducted by Mr.
Aravind R, Senior Engineer, Bharat Heavy
Electricals Ltd, for 70 students of the 9th standard.
They were taken through the basics of electricity,
where science kits were provided to them to understand how a circuit works. They were also given
exposure to electricity in a broader perspective,
where they learnt more about BHEL, the work they
do and how electricity reaches houses.

Winter Camp
Capitalizing on Government schools being closed on
account of Christmas holidays, a week long Winter
Camp was organized for students, making their holidays more fun filled and constructive. Igniting their creativity and curiosity, sessions on science saw the students trying to create science models based on materials provided to them, and also explore nature to understand what they learn in biology. Creating math models and art using mathematics, students were able to see
the use of mathematics in everything around them.
Sharpening their communication skills through English
sessions, they also discovered their designing skills in
computer workshops. Seemingly waste materials were
utilized to create something useful in a 'best out of
waste' workshop. Students were treated to a movie
adding more fun to the camp. The camp reached out to
60 students from the 8th and 9th standards.

Learning Circles
In an effort to give students need based and individual support, Learning Circles were initiated.
Students who were in dire need of additional sup11

Cultural programme- Bengaluru Centre

Budding artists

port to improve their academic performance were
grouped together for focused sessions. Students who
were already performing well and with a little support could achieve great heights were also grouped
together as a Dream Champion circle. The circles
were structured such that 2-3 volunteers managed a
group of 8-10 students and worked with them on
their academic, inter-personal and English language
needs, over the weekends. Fun and outings were also
a part of the circle activities, which gave them an
opportunity to bond and make it more impactful.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Apart from academics, efforts were made to instill
and strengthen certain skills in students, which are
imperative and an integral part of quality education.
Students in the 8th standard were taken through
the process of goal setting, to help them understand
how they can achieve their aims. The two-hour
workshop included an activity which gave them
clarity on establishing short term and long term
goals, continuous evaluation and course correction.
The ability to work with others being an important
skill, 70 students from the 9th standard participated
in a workshop aimed at building up their interpersonal skills. The session helped the students understand the importance of teams and how to build
relationships, through an activity where they had to
build a tower using straws. The session saw the
competitive spirit of the students emerge as they
found out the importance of interpersonal skills.
Providing access to information and promoting
general awareness, subscriptions were made to
Times Newspaper in Education, for the 9th standard
students.
Encouraging application and critical thinking students were given the opportunity to participate in the
National Aptitude Challenge, conducted by Times
Newspaper in Education. Students were given training
in math, science and logic, through several sessions
over a period of 2 months, by SME's and committed
volunteers. Following the first round which was
attempted by 250 students, 12 of them were shortlisted
for the finals, where they competed with thousands of
bright young minds from various big institutions, from
12

Girl power- Bengaluru centre

Computer training at Bengaluru Centre

all over Bengaluru. Three of our students were awarded tablets for their high scores. Participating in this
event not only added to their learning and confidence,
but had a great impact on our relationship with the
parents as well, who were thrilled that their children
had been provided with such opportunities.
Workshop was conducted by our partner counsellors Mrs. Asha Sathyanarayan and Mr.
Sathyanarayan from Venus Bizmate, to improve the
focus and concentration of students, which would
help them better plan their time. The session also
gave students valuable tips to improve their academic performance, and how to handle stress.

Health and Hygiene
Understanding the role that health plays in the education and development of children, general medical
check-up camps were organized at the centers,
reaching out to 200 students. Doctors from M.S
Ramaiah Hospital conducted general, dental and
eye check-up, offering advice wherever needed.
Sessions were conducted for 175 girls from the 8th,
9th and 10th standards on menstruation and
hygiene. The interactive session gave them an
understanding of menstrual cycle and broke myths
associated with it. At the end of the session we distributed eco-friendly sanitary napkins sponsored by
our partners EcoFemme, aimed at improving health
of women and conserving the environment.

valuable they are and their right to having a happy
childhood. This year we decided to celebrate our
children in a different way, through colorfully decorated and fun filled carnivals, with very interesting
game stalls, organized at our Education and
Development centers. Spoilt for choice the children
were seen excitedly going to each stall and participating in various games. Making the evening more
memorable, the children were treated to peppy live
music by DSF volunteers and were also given the
opportunity to flaunt their beautiful attires through
a fashion show. Elated and feeling special, the children were in for more - yummy treats in the form of
burgers and cupcakes, for their special day.
New Year was ushered in with celebrations and
promoting camaraderie and motivation to achieve
more in the coming year. Students used their creativity to make beautiful greeting cards to present to
each other, as well as, expressed their resolve to excel
in their academics and move closer to their dreams.

Facilities at the centers

Students fared exceedingly well in the Karnataka State
Board 10th standard examinations with a pass percentage of 96, against the Karnataka State results of 79%.
Our toppers Aishwarya K and Musaab Faheel,
both scored 95% and following them closely was
Roopa VT with 94% and Varshini H with 92%.

Providing access to quality facilities and creating a conducive environment is what we strive for continuously.
Ten computer systems were added to the computer labs giving more students access to technology.
Two portable projectors were provided to the centers
to enable more classes to have digital teaching aids.
The education and development centers being
open spaces for sharing and inspiring, our center in
Yeshwanthpur was painted with beautiful murals
on the wall, making it brighter and more inviting for
the students.

Students were given an opportunity to not only
interact with one of the top businessmen in Asia, Mr.
Khalid Hashim, but to also showcase their talents
and learning. Mr. Hashim, who is the MD of
Precious Shipping and Trustee of Sackhumvit Trust
spent time with the students getting to know what
they have been doing and learning, as well as, sharing his experiences and thoughts. The session left
the children inspired and motivated.

Ten plus - graduate programme

Stakeholder involvement - volunteers,
parents, donors

Celebrations

There is always a doubt or a slight hesitation on
what to study after Class 10. This happens to be a

Results - 10th standard

Children being our focus, Children's Day gives us an
opportunity every year to make them realize how
13

CASE STUDIES

Case Study I

Musaab Faheel

Showing a lot of promise
since the time he joined DSF
in 8th standard, Musaab
Faheel, always showed quiet
determination to reach great
heights. Brought up by his
mother, his father left them
when Musaab was two
years old. Mother works as a
typist in a local shop and is
extremely involved in her
son's education. Despite dire
financial conditions, she strives to provide him with the
best. Mostly reserved and an aspiring doctor, Musab is
known for his general knowledge and has won several
competitions. He attends the centre regularly and his sincerity and commitment has won the hearts of teachers.

Case Study 2

Aishwarya K.

Studies in a Corporation
School in Ganganagar.
She lost her father last
year, putting the responsibility of educating her and
her sisters, on her mother's shoulders. Mother now
works to make ends meet.
Among the top three scorers in all Corporation
schools in Bangalore, she
has also secured the highest marks scored in SSLC
exam in the history of her school. Extremely bright
and ambitious, she is the pride of her school and
teachers, who always speak of her hard working and
sincere nature. Determined to make a mark for herself, she aspires to become an IAS officer.

STORY IN PICTURES

Students showing science experiments to Mr. Khalid

Mrs Viji Hashim addresses parents and students in Bengaluru
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Well done young lady

Snacks time at the centre

major deciding factor since the group a student
selects helps narrow the area of specialization during college admissions.

Crossroads
Students touch the first crossroads when they have
completed their 10th standard. A few who are not at
all academically oriented, or cannot afford higher
education, move on to diplomas, ITI courses or other
job-oriented training. The vast majority move on to
PUC/+2 and mark their time for two years preparing for entry into degree courses that will define
their careers.
Here comes the first dilemma, to choose the stream
for higher studies (see box "Where, How and which
way do I complete my +2?"). Not only does a student
have to select the stream of studies, but also the subjects. The important issue is that education must
continue to the next level.
Sackhumvit Trust offers various types of scholarships like merit-based, career-specific, need-based,
college-specific, and more. The range includes medicine, engineering, commerce, science and arts.
The Ten Plus programme of Sackhumvit Trust in
partnership with DSF aims to educate and empower
socio-economically deprived students who have
completed education till Pre University. The objective is to make these students eligible for professional courses or other higher level studies (e.g. voca15

n In-house coaching: In-house regular academic
sessions conducted daily for PUC I science & commerce students.
n External coaching classes for PUC II Science students appearing for CET & NEET exams at coaching
centres like BASE & GIRAFFE.

Ongoing sessions:

Systems & Processes:
n Admission: The first quarter (reporting period)
primarily involved student counseling, college &
course selection and scholarship disbursal.
n Parent meetings: In-depth discussion in the beginning of the year to plan the course ahead and information sharing about various available courses &
colleges (for students seeking new admissions).

Programme highlights

n To develop 53 students and facilitate them
towards a graduation degree aided by scholarship
and college choice.
n Impart knowledge and skills through allied vocational and professional skills, provide one-on-one
mentoring and coaching (academic as well as performance).
n Structured life skill and leadership development.
Make the recipients industry ready for immediate
employment.

Programme objectives:

Creative arts- students make bride and groom in recycled paper

tional and technical schools) and enable them to pursue careers in the field of their choice and aptitude.
Sackhumvit Trust in collaboration with Dream
School Foundation supports 53 socioeconomically
vulnerable students.

STREAMWISE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
Stream
Count
B.Com
29
BE
13
B.Sc
5
BCA
2
BA
1
BBA
1
Medicine
2
Total
53
This programme is an extension of our HeadStart
programme that strives to reach the most vulnerable groups like children rehabilitated from child
labour, orphans, with single parent, from troubled family situations - from dire socio economic
conditions who have finished their high school
education.
The programme is strengthened by volunteerinvolvement to mentor and track the performance
of the participants and motivate them through
committed financial support for 3-5 years post
their PUC (II).

Learning Circles:
n Tally class: Exclusive one month weekend Tally
class was conducted for final year commerce students by volunteers from PWC.
n Basic computer: Regular basic computer classes
for graduate students. Variety of topics covered as
per the requirement and interest of the students Typing Master, Web Designing, MS Office and
Fundamentals of computer programing, Advanced
programming in C++, Java etc.
n Spoken English: Regular classes open to all students to improve their overall English speaking and
communication skills in general.
n Chemistry: Learning circle sessions for Science
Degree Students were conducted during the reporting year.
n Biology: Sessions on biology for Science Degree
Students
n Banking Class: weekend learning circles on banking by Bank of Tokyo volunteers.
n Computer Programming: Regular classes by IBM
volunteers is happening on an ongoing basis for BE
& BCA computer science students.
n Mathematics: BE students attended Specialised
sessions on the subject of probabilities by Nikhil,
professor from the University of Berkeley,
California.

Events and Activities
n Leadership skills programme: An extensive 10
days Leadership skill training programme was conducted for BE students during their semester break.
24 students attended the programme. We had volunteers and in-house resources to deliver the various
classes. Objective of the programme was to get interested students to enhance their knowledge and skills
in Presentation, Communication, Listening, and
Software Engineering concepts.
n Basic computer training in CTS office: 20 students
who have completed their 2nd PUC got the opportunity to attend an extensive training on basics of computers at Cognizant Technologies office. The learners
gained in-depth knowledge on MS Office, Internet
and email.
n Mobile App Development: Five girl students from
16

Life skills training class in progress

Coming to the centre is fun

MR. KHALID'S VISIT IS AN EXCITING TIME FOR ALL STUDENTS
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2nd PUC participated in the International WeTech
Technovation challenge. They developed a Mobile
App for lending toilets called "Teloit" and were successfully selected for the semi-finals, which is schedule to happen in Aug 2016.
n Mentor Meet: Regular sessions of mentor/mentees.
Mentors interacted and addressed the various concerns of their mentees.
n Corporate Volunteering Programme: Senior volunteers from Viteos visited our Education &
Development center for a Future backward exercise
with our students. It helped the students in widening
their perspectives to understand their strengths and
weaknesses and the possibilities of their future.

Expert Talks
n Artificial Intelligence: BE/BCA students attended
Special session on Artificial Intelligence by Sriram
Rajan - Microsoft Research Head.
n Cloud Computing: BE/BCA students attended
Special session on Cloud Computing by volunteers
from Vodafone.
n Career Guidance: Information & guidance session
on career opportunities in Mechanical Engineering
field by Madhukar Srivastava - Managing Director Esco Couplings and Transmissions.
n Student Connect Programme: Motivational talk
and interaction with graduate students by Senior
Management Team from Fidelity India Mr
Pashupathi - Senior Vice President and Country
Head of EDS.

Exposure Visits
The following exposure visits were the highlights for
the reporting year.
n Cognizant Technologies: BE students were taken
for an exposure visit to Cognizant Technologies.
Students were shown around the facility. They got
the opportunity to see CTS Computer Lab, Off-shore
development center and understood the concept of
various departments in a corporate.
n PWC: B.Com
students were taken for an exposure visit to PWC.
The session kicked off with an inspirational talk
by a senior partner of PWC. Later, they had a ses18

Students of class VIII at Bengaluru Centre

Excel and PPT. Students were also supported with
programming etc wherever required.
n Aptitude Test Training: Ongoing Abstract/conceptual reasoning, verbal reasoning and numerical
reasoning classes by volunteers on weekends for all
final year students.
n Group Discussion & Mock Interviews: regular sessions by volunteers for the final year students on
alternate weekends.
n Regular mock interview sessions conducted by in
house students and volunteers.

sion on GST and Income Tax. After this session,
the students were able to get complete understanding on GST and various other types of taxes.
n Pramati Technologies: Students from
Engineering and BCA background visited Pramati
Technologies in WTC. They had activities like
Group Discussion and Treasure Hunt. HR head of
Pramati, Mr Chetan also gave a motivational talk
to the students.

Finishing School

Connect Programme : Theme
n Getting into Relationships.
n Setting up Learning Centres.
n Quarterly Connect: Milestone Celebration &
Feedback session.
n Mentoring Programme Setup.
n Study Tip Session.
n Milestone Celebration & Feedback session.
n Meet and Greet Donors.
n New Year Celebration.
n End of the year Connect: Milestone Celebration
& Feedback session.

CONNECT PROGRAMME DETAILS

The Finishing School Programme is primarily for the
final year students. The programme is designed and
prepared for graduates to enhance their employability and competency.
n Interview & resume writing skills: HR professional (volunteers) conducted sessions on Resume writing, HR Mock Interview, Organizational Structure
and interview skills.
n Communication Skill: Sessions on communication, perception, building relationships and group
discussion on current events were done by volunteers.
n Computer Coaching: Computer training conducted by in house IT staff on MS package like Word,

Painting by Rwinkle Das - 9th grade student

Essay byShaista Begum- 9th grade student
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Times of India awardee

THE GOAL OF MY LIFE

Shaista Begum
9th standard
Iqra High School

I would like to be a social worker when I grow up, because I like helping
others and I feel special when I help someone. To achieve my aim I have
planned everything and I hope I'll go according to my plan. I'm studying
in 9th standard and in a couple of months I'm going to 10th standard. The
first step of my plan is to score high in my SSLC. After that I'll pursue commerce stream and after 2nd PU, I'll take up a government job and earn well
and save lots of money. When I have enough money then I'll spend that for
the welfare of society. I'm from Bihar. My father's village is in Bihar, but I
was born in Bangalore and settled here. When I go to my village I feel so
sad to see that there is no proper food, education etc. So I have planned that
when I go to my village, I'll educate the people about modern life and how
technology is helpful in our daily life, how to develop rural area or villages
etc. Also I'll provide good medical care, establish hospitals and provide
well educated doctors. I want my country to do well economically also.
Our economy is weak and there is only corruption, so no educated people
want to join politics. To develop our country we want good, capable political leader to improve our country. I want my country to be a developed
one. I'm trying and struggling hard to achieve my goal and I hope I'll do it
and do something for my country!

Craft class in progress in Bengaluru centre

Mr. Khalid and Mrs. Viji Khalid at CCDD

CCDD CARING FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
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Mr. Khalid with children of CCDD

C

ENTRE for Child Development and
Disabilities (CCDD), Bengaluru, a non-profitable organization (a unit of Sackhumvit
Trust) is a one-stop location for children
with various developmental disorders. The centre
provides comprehensive diagnostic and therapeutic
services for children with a wide range of developmental problems in areas of physical, mental, language and learning from birth to adolescence. Clients
from different parts of India, Asia, Europe and rest of
the world have benefitted from our consultation and
therapy services.
Children are referred to CCDD by private practitioners and schools. CCDD has more than 10 years' of
experience in providing quality service in a very
friendly environment to help special needs children
to get them back into the mainstream. The multidisciplinary team in CCDD comprises Developmental
Paediatricians, Neuroscientists, Child Psychologists,
Physiotherapists, Special Educators and Language
Therapists.
CCDD is NABH accredited and hosts an IAP
Fellowship in Developmental Paediatrics.
The CCDD research cell is involved in designing and
21

conducting several clinical studies, data analysis and
interpretation, and presenting and publishing the
data on various relevant platforms.

CCDD’s track and act website
The website www.totsguide.com provides access to
developmental programmes such as Track and Act,
and SCOPE for young children.

Centres
In addition to the Malleswaram and New BEL Road
Centres in Bengaluru, SANGAMITRA is our early
intervention centre situated in Sahakarnagar,
Bengaluru, which helps children with development
delays to learn at their own pace.

TREATMENT AT CCDD
n Children and their families with special needs
n Autism Spectrum Disorder
n Cerebral Palsy
n Genetic disorders affecting development
n Childhood neuromotor disorders
n Learning Disabilities ADHD
n Global Developmental Delay

n Childhood Behavioural disorders / challenges
n Cortical Visual impairment
n Developmental Co-ordination Disorder
n Sensory Processing Disorder

CONCLUSION

Children who suffer from autism are usually
neglected and ignored by society, at times even
by their own family. Our goal is to make available one of the best paediatric services through
our Centre For Child Development &
Disabilities (CCDD) in Bengaluru. Offering
exemplary care and medical help to infants,
children and adolescents, this renowned centre
has earned wide recognition over the years.
This acclaimed medical specialised Centre has
turned out to be the first choice for paediatric
care for the residents in the neighbourhood.
CCDD in Bengaluru owns a modern and stateof-the-art facility, fully equipped to provide
medical care to the children in coordination
with the family of the child. CCDD endeavours
to clarify any doubt and talk to the point in a
very warm and friendly manner.

Live vocal
performance
in progress

S

Here are 10 summarized reasons why
a child should put down the remote
and pick up and learn to play a musical instrument because playing a
musical instrument:

Benefits of music

ACKHUMVIT TRUST believes
that the basic needs such as food,
clothing and shelter are necessary
to sustain life, but these may not be
enough to experience a wholesome life.
The mind too needs nourishment, and
this comes from the arts, especially music.
The beneficial relationship between
music and learning is established by
decades of research studies on the positive effect music can have on learning
and studying. Science has shown that
when children learn to play music,
their brains begin to hear and process
sounds. This cognitive process helps
the children in developing "neurophysiological distinction" between certain sounds and aids them in
improved academic performances.
A study from Northwestern
University revealed that in order to
fully reap the cognitive benefits of a
music class, children can't just sit there
and let the sound of music wash over
them. They have to be actively
engaged in music and participate in
the class. The study showed that students who played instruments in class
had greater neural processing than the
children who attended the music
appreciation group. The music room
leaves little time for digital devices or
other distractions.

Despite these benefits, most education
systems in our country haven't put in
any real efforts towards introducing
music in the school curricula.
Sackhumvit Trust, in recognition of
the overall benefits, has associated
with Sapthak in promoting music. The
highlights of the activities in 2016-17
are given below:
Lecture demonstration workshops
and intensive training programs in
vocal and instrumental music were
conducted.
The needy children, as also to those
with identified special talents, were
imparted music training and indigenous arts education. A group of young
children aged between 8 and 15 years
are in the process of developing into
budding musicians.
The Trust awarded scholarships to 21
students for learning Hindustani
Classical Music under the guidance of
able Gurus in three remote villages in
Dakshin
Kannada
district
of
Karnataka. These students possessed
latent talent and interest in music,
though their academic performance in
school was average. In villages the
music tradition is very strong. Under

nRelieves stress
nMakes a child smarter
nImproves social life
nBuilds confidence
nTeaches patience
nFosters creativity
nImproves memory
nDevelops discipline
nGives a sense of satisfaction; & is fun!

SAPTHAK INVESTING IN TOMORROW'S MUSICIANS TODAY!
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Live performance in progress (top)’ Scholarship awardees for excellence in Music (below)
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the portraits of great musicians they learn to sing and play various instruments. They learn compositions about peacocks dancing in the rain! The children learn how to synchronize vocals and
accompanying instruments. They learn how to listen. They learn
to appreciate the other artist's proficiency. It's known as the loop
of learning. This loop of learning has fostered both excellence and
perpetuity. The regular feedback received from the Gurus about
their overall progress is encouraging. Improved performance in
school grades also has been reported.
Sapthak organized concerts at various places enabling the students with opportunities in performing and sharing the stage
with renowned music performers.
The concept of funding the music scholarships is to provide a
platform to the budding music exponents to
perform and preserve the cultural heritage through music, as also to
encourage the less talented students
to appreciate music and enhance
their quality of life.
These objectives are being fulfilled.

Looking beyond these factors, an attitudinal shift maybe necessary to mitigate the neglect, abuse and violence
faced by the elderly in India.
Taking
the
change
forward
Sackhumvit Trust supports two such
old age homes based in Bengaluru
namely Ashraya Trust and SS foundation and provides basic healthcare and
daily needs to the destitute and the

Changing attitudes

Mrs. Viji Hashim distributes toiletries at home for the elderly

country's nascent infrastructure and
traditional social values will cope
with the enormous stress that is likely
to come from the need to provide for
our senior citizens' welfare. Our attitude towards the elderly, which in
many cases denies them a life of dignity in their twilight years, poses a
challenge of ensuring that they
receive quality healthcare and accommodation.

needy. Assistance in the form of medicines, bedsheets, toiletries, clothes and
meals etc are provided on a monthly
basis throughout the year.
In the year 2016-17 the residents
were given saris, petticoats, towels,
bedsheets, shampoo, soap, hair oil,
stationery and a new printer. A
major portion of the funding was
towards medicines prescribed by the
visiting doctor.

ASHRAYA AND SS FOUNDATION CARING FOR THE ELDERLY

C

HANGING family value systems, economic compulsions
of children, neglect and
abuse has caused elders to
fall through the net of family care. Old
people often have limited regenerative
abilities and are more susceptible to
disease. Their deteriorating physical
strength and other geriatric illnesses
add to their difficulties. Their poor
financial condition, lack of affordable
health care and general neglect by society has propelled a need to step in and
bring in elderly welfare programs and
advocate for elder friendly policies.
The elderly also face other social
issues. They require constant care.
Homes for the Aged are mushrooming
for elderly people who are alone, face
health problems, depression and loneliness. One of the residents lamented
"My son never visited once" These are
common stories among the growing
cohort of elderly Indians, even more so
among the destitute population. While
India still has a demographic distribution that is still relatively skewed
toward the youth, compared with
developed countries, its population is
ageing fast.
By some estimates approximately
20% of Indians will be elderly by
2050, defined as aged 60 years and
above, marking a dramatic jump from
the 6% level that the figure is at now.
Combined with the fact that we
already have the second largest elderly population in the world, such projections beg the question of how the
24

Chairman with residents of old age home
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Learning Oriya alphabets- Odisha
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Out of five, three learning hubs are in
Bissam village (population 7,408, 2011 census) in Cuttack Block of Rayagada District
and two are in Erasama village (population
2,317, 2011 census) in Jagatsinghpur
District. Five teachers have been appointed
and methodically trained. The learning
hubs function from 7 am to 9.30 am and 4
pm to 6.30 pm. These timings are convenient as is evident from appreciable
improvement in regular attendance to 98%
in 2016-17.
Earlier, the attendance in primary schools
was poor as the teachers were not regular and
tribals did not seem to appreciate the importance of education. UDYAM's awareness programs progressively improved literacy levels.
About 78% (101) students in class 4 are able to
read and write in Odiya and about 66% (86
students) are able to read and write in
English and do math exercises.
Monitoring Committees comprising parents, elders as also students were formed in
the project villages to assess the impact of the
learning hubs. The teachers share the children's academic progress with the parents
and corrective measures are taken to improve
their grades.
Raghunath Wadakala of Sialipanga village

Success Story

There was improvement in regular attendance and dropouts significantly diminished. UDYAM's dedicated efforts thus
bridged the gap between meeting the
needs and aspirations of the marginalized
target groups of society and the
Government's literacy improvement
measures.

UDYAM SHOWS THE WAY

U

DYAM is a charitable Trust rendering grass-root services in education, health, women empowerment, economic development and
livelihood security to the underprivileged
communities in small villages in the tribal
and coastal belts of Odisha. A massive
cyclone had devastated large parts of
coastal and hinterland Odisha in October
1999. Over 1.25 crore people in 14,000 villages were affected, 18 lakh houses were
damaged and 9,885 people died. In these
regions, UDYAM promotes education
among the tribal communities of Rayagada
and fisher folks of Jagatsinghpur districts.
UDYAM was formally registered as a Trust
in the year 2007 with the objective of bringing about developmental changes in the
hard-hit regions of Odisha.

Progress
Traditionally, the elders carry out farming
and fishing activities and children tend to
take care of their younger siblings rather
than attending school. UDYAM recognized their predicament and facilitated
children's enrolment to night schools. In
this process, the young children gradually
evinced interest in pursuing higher
We cannot
education. The demand led to rise in
hold a torch the number of night schools set up by
to light another's path UDYAM with the support of
without brightening Sackhumvit Trust from two to ten
within five years.
our own!
130 children (67 female and 63 male)
in five villages regularly attended the
learning hubs in 2016-17. About 80% children improved their reading and writing
skills in Odiya and English languages.

Interactive learning - Odisha
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(population 199 and 40 households, 2011 census) in Rayagada District, says: "It is wonderful to see my only daughter read an English
book. She reads Odiya fluently. She is the first
child in our group of families who is able to
read and write. She has brought the lamp of
education in to our homes. We are proud and
will encourage her to pursue education
beyond the primary level."
Out of 130 students in five learning hubs,
21 were promoted to Class 6 and admitted
to a residential school near their Gram
Panchayat Block. Other primary school students were also, on merit, promoted to
higher classes. Children in Class 3 and
above were assigned the tasks of collecting
pictures from newspapers to learn English
words. Their vocabulary improved. 86
(66%) students are able to sing a few
English rhymes and read and write in
English. Harihar Das, Government Primary
School teacher, says that he had never
imagined that the tribal children would
attend school so regularly.

Extracurricular activities

In 2016-17, the five primary education learning hubs in Rayagada and Jagatsinghpur conducted a variety of extra-curricular activities
like parent-teacher meetings, food festivals,
demonstrations for growing kitchen gardens,
environment education, sports and learning
through fun programmes.

Food festivals

As part of the extra-curricular activities, local
food festivals were organized. Children and
parents attended with locally available ingredients like millets, pulses, greens, tubers and
condiments. A variety of local food preparations were made at the food festivals.
Children were imparted multi-faceted training and awareness about cultivation of crops,
recipes and processes for preparing food,
environment protection, etc.

Uniform distribution

Kitchen gardens
Orientation programs on cultivation and maintenance of
kitchen gardens were conducted at three learning hubs in
Rayagada District. Seeds were brought by children and
scientific cultivation methods were adopted. Compost
was made using bio-mass. The children were happy to
learn to grow vegetables, fruits and herbs for domestic
use in the garden beds of their homes.

Competitions
Quarterly competitions were conducted in singing, art,
general knowledge, etc. All students were encouraged to
participate. The parents and the community were invited.
These activities boosted confidence, as the students were
able to showcase their skills for their audience.

Fun learning
"Learning math through fun" is interesting.
Children were asked to fold a sheet of paper and
tear up the paper at the fold. The pieces were segregated into shapes like square, triangle, rectangle,
etc., as fun aids to teach the children geometry and
mathematics.
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My country

I am Rajendra Hikoka of village Sialipanga of
Bathiapada Gram panchayat of District
Rayagada. Now I read in class 5. I am regularly attending my school and UDYAM learning
hub. I always do my homework at my home
also. I am very happy that, I have got a chance
to read.
My village is a small village and we all live in
our village happily. I am seeing that, our
teacher teaches us many subjects. I respect my
teacher. He is very good and regularly conducting our classes.
I want to be like a same teacher, when I will
be grow up. I want to teach children. So I love
to be a teacher in future. I think teacher is a
good profession. Without teacher a child can't
be a good man. So I want to be a teacher.
Now I am being able to read for our teacher.
So I want to teach other children of my village
and neighbouring villages.

What I want to be in my life

Tribal students at school

The name of our country is India. India is our native land. This
is a democratic country. Democracy means, Government by the
people, for the people, of the people. Democratic rule exists in
our country. There are many religions in our country. All the
religions have the same space and same rights in our country.
Hindus, Muslims and Christians and other co-religion followerslive in our country. We live like a brotherhood. That's why we
call our country a Republic Nation.
Many languages are spoken in our country. But still we live like
brothers and sisters. We have different types of life styles and
dresses in our country. India is a village based country. Our people mainly depend upon agriculture. At the east side of the India
is Bay of Bengal, at west side Arabian Sea, at the north side
Himalaya mountain range and at south side, the India Ocean. The
capital of our country is New Delhi. There are 29 states in our
country. Mr. Narendra Modi is the Prime Minister of our country. Mr. Pranab Mukharjee is President of our country.
My country got independence on 15th August 1947. So we celebrate 15th August as Independence Day. The farmers of our country mainly produce rice and wheat. So our people eat mostly eat rice
and rotis. My country is a great country. I love my country a lot.

Name- Rajendra Hikoka, Class- 5th, VillageSialipanga, G.P- Bathiapada, Dist- Rayagada

ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

Mukesh Bralika, Class- 4th Village- Sialipanga, G.PBathiapada, Dist- Rayagada
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We are the change: Children march to school

CASE STUDIES
Case Study I

Kamala is the only daughter of Raghab and Raimati Sikoka.
They live in Sialipanga village (population 199 and 40
households, 2011 census) of Rayagada District. Kamala's
younger brother is in Class 2. As the primary school in which
Kamala was enrolled was not functioning properly, she was
unable to read Odia books even in class 5. She hardly
attended school. Her parents were worried about Kamala's
apathy to education. They had hope: UDYAM!
Kamala was enrolled in Udyam's learning hub. This was
new, exciting and a fun learning experience for Kamala.
She gradually showed interest in studies and progressively learned to read Odiya books and English alphabets and words. She was also
able to learn and enjoy math and other subjects. She successfully completed class
5 and now attends class 6 in a residential school.

Case Study 2

Nabin Kandamaka (10) lives in Laktiguda village (population 360 and 76 families,
2011 census), Bhetiapada Panchayat, Bisam-Cuttack Block, Rayagada District. The
literacy level in this village is low. Most habitants are poor,
belong to scheduled tribe/cast, and work as agricultural
labourers. Nabin hardly attended classes in school causing worry to his parents, Giridhari and Subarna.
Nabin's enrolment in UDYAM's learning hub was the
game-changer. As Nabin was initially irregular in attendance, the teacher regularly engaged with him and his parents. He would visit Nabin's home every day and take him
to the learning hub. The teacher taught him numbers
through fun games like counting stones and varieties of
seeds. This teaching method motivated Nabin to learn math. Later, he was assigned
the responsibility of gathering news and information about local events and to share
these with other students. Nabin found these activities interesting. The teacher patiently taught Nabin Odiya words and English vocabulary with the aid of pictures collected
from newspapers. Nabin soon enjoyed practicing and reciting English rhymes.
Nabin is now in Class 3. He attends the learning hub and primary school regularly.
He reads Odiya books fluently and recalls the spellings of simple English words. He
is also able to recite a few English rhymes.
Nabin's parents are delighted and proud of their son who is now an English speaking boy in their village! They see a ray of hope and a bright future for their son.
Nabin's success story is a result of a collaborative effort by Sackhumvit Trust partnering with Udyam.

GALLERY OF SERVICE WITH FUN

Udyam learning cluster

Learning Oriya alphabets (top); and Painting "my garden" by student in class 4 (right)
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LIGHTING THE BEACON
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Dar-o-tadris jab ki
mansab hai;
Kuch padho aur kuch
padaho miyan.

Teaching and learning is
honourable indeed;
Read a little and teach
a little O! friend.
YUSUF TAQI

below 14 years of age is expected to stabilise around
350 million (Census Population Projections, 2006). No
other nation in the world including China is likely to
enjoy the benefits of having such a large young population in the years to come. It is only by ensuring that
India's children are well cared for, well protected and
well supported that India can aspire to enter the
league of developed nations. Even after nearly 70
years of independence, 65 years of development planning, India is far away from the goal of universalisation of elementary education (Tilak, 2008).
The challenge for universalisation of elementary education is most severe in the educationally backward states,
especially among the tribal populations. The relatively
new and small State of Jharkhand was created by bifurcation of the southern part of erstwhile Bihar in 2000.
Rich in minerals and natural resources, the State is largely rural. The State records a per capita income that is less

Daily physical exercise - students of HMK school

HMK PUBLIC SCHOOL

I
MPROVING the educational scenario for
Jharkhand is essential for its population and for
India to inch towards the attainment of universal
elementary education because education is the
key to overall human development. Without addressing the challenges that keep some of the laggard
states behind, India will not be able to meet the goals
and benchmarks set out by Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and Education for All (EFA).
Sackhumvit Trust partnered with Kalanga Bazar
Educational trust by funding 40% of the annual
budget of Kalanga Bazar Educational Trust school.
Kalanga Bazaar Educational Trust (KBET) is committed to empowering the rural women, children
and underprivileged sections of communities by
facilitating education, health care and economic
independence. Founded in 1995 in Kolkata, KBET
has spread its reach to the slums of Hindpiri, Ranchi.
KBET's HMK Public School was inaugurated on
26th March 2005 at Mojahid Nagar, Hindpiri, Ranchi.
The school provides good English medium education
to poor children. More than 1,350 children have
attended the school and benefited in the past 12 years.

The importance of education
Universalisation of Elementary Education (UEE)
means that each and every child between the ages 514 years must be enrolled, must attend school and
complete eight years of schooling without dropping
out. In spite of some major improvements over the
years, educational outcomes reveal the challenges
for bridging the disparities and providing a level
playing field for all sections of the population.
The proportion of children in India's population is
quite high and will continue to remain so for the years
to come even with a declining fertility rate. Children
below the age of 14 years account for over one-third of
India's population. By 2016, India's child population
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than half of the per capita income of Punjab,
Maharashtra, Haryana or Gujarat. The poverty ratio in
the State is second only to Odisha. This shows that the
riches of the State have not percolated down to a large
section of its population. The average per capita income
is also associated with a high degree of income inequality and a rural-urban gap within the State is evident from
the high incidence of poverty in rural areas. Poverty in
Jharkhand, like in the country as a whole, is concentrated among the marginalised sections of the society.
The poverty rate for the State is 37, much higher
than the all India 22 in 2011-12. The rural areas
record 41 per cent of the population below the
poverty line, while the urban areas reported one
fourth of the population as poor. HMK public
school's initiative is a step towards bridging the
inequality gap and providing quality education to
the underprivileged.

THE SCHOOL’S INITIATIVE
Morning Assembly
The morning assembly is held with positive energies
every day, enabling the students to imbibe moral,
ethical and spiritual values.

Handwriting - 16th July 2016
Handwriting is one aspect of education overlooked
by curriculum designers, academicians, parents and
students. Good handwriting is a lifelong investment
for professional growth.
Cursive writing is an art that helps teach children
muscle control and hand-eye co-ordination.
Researches show that bad writing leads to lower
grades and might have an irreversible impact on the
child's personality. Good handwriting skills developed at a young age help children in expressing
their thoughts better.
Handwriting competition was conducted on
Saturday, the 16th July 2016 to inculcate the practice
of adopting good handwriting techniques.

Independence Day - 15th August 2016
The struggle for India's Independence first began in
the year 1857 by the Indian rebellion against British
colonial rule. Later, in the early part of the 20th century, country-wide freedom movements were
launched under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi
and other freedom fighters. The long freedom struggle eventually led to India becoming an independent
nation on 15th August 1947. HMK Public School celebrated the 70th Independence Day on 15h August
2016 with flag hoisting and singing of the National
Anthem and patriotic songs. Homage was paid to
the freedom fighters who liberated our nation. This
was followed by a cultural programme.

Teachers' Day - 5th September 2016
Teachers' Day was celebrated on Monday, the
5th September 2016, with great fervour. The celebrations coincided with the birthday of
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who was the second
President of India and a highly respected schol33

Principal's address to students

PT Display by boys

Creative arts a must

Drawing Competition was held on Sunday, the 30th
October 2016. The children exhibited their talents
with keen interest in art with enthusiasm. Their
efforts and work received high appreciation from
one and all.

Drawing competition- 30th October 2016

PLATO

Do not train a child to learn by force or harshness; but direct them to it by
what amuses their minds, so that you may be better able to discover with
accuracy the peculiar bent of the genius of each.

ar. On this occasion, the teachers were honored for
their contributions. This program was followed by
poem recitation, dance, drama, eloquent speeches
and thanksgiving. It was a proud day for the teachers to bask in the love and attention they received
from the students.
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CASE STUDIES

Case Study I

Mantasha Perween was born in Mojahid
Nagar, Hindpiri, Ranchi, on 24th October
2012. The family has five members and is
poverty stricken. They live in one small rented room. Her father, Parwez, is a driver and
the only earning member in the family.
Mantasha's parents were keen to educate
their child but could not afford to enroll her in
a good English medium school. They
realised the importance of education as both
the parents were illiterate and struggling to
make ends meet. Both parents were determined to take steps towards educating their
young girl. They approached the school
authorities for enrolment. They were further
counselled on the importance of regular
attendance at school and finally secured a
seat for their daughter at HMK Public School
under the Sackhumvit Trust scholarship
scheme. Mantasha joined the school on 2nd
April 2015. She likes the audio-visual presentation and enjoys attending school. Her
academic performance is outstanding.

Case Study 2

Abu Numan was born on 11th January 2007 in
Nezam Nagar, Hindpiri, Ranchi. Abu's father,
Md. Noor Alam, is a vegetable vendor and lives
in his own small home with 9 family members.
Their family income is low. Abu's parents studied upto 9th standard, but had to give up education due to poverty.
Abu's mother, Bilquis Khatoon, was keen that
her son got a good education, hence she
approached HMK Public School where he was
enrolled on 1st April 2010. He is now in Class
seven. He exhibits high sense of responsibility
and possesses good leadership qualities. His
academic performance too is commendable. He
likes computer science and attends school regularly with enthusiasm.

Essay Writing - 13th November 2016
Quiz - 17th February 2017
Competitions give opportunities to develop clarity of thought, knowledge, as also effective writing, public speaking and confidence-building
skills. Quiz competition was held on Sunday, the
13th November 2016. Essay competition was
held on Friday, the 17th February 2017. The outstanding students received special recognition
and were awarded prizes.

Children's Day - 14th November 2016
Children's Day is celebrated on 14th November,
the birth anniversary of freedom fighter and our
first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.
This day, also known as "Bal Diwas" in Hindi,
was celebrated on 14th November 2016 with fun
and cultural activities. Motivational talks were
given about the benefits of practicing good manners and etiquette at school, home and neighbourhoods. The teachers distributed pens, pencils
and sweets among the children as a token of love.

Republic Day - 26th January 2017
Republic Day honours the day on which the
Constitution of India came into force: 26th
January 1950. The 68th Republic Day was celebrated with great reverence on 26th January 2017
with flag hoisting ceremony and singing of the
National Anthem. This was followed by disciplined parade, patriotic songs and a cultural
program focusing on the history and culture of
India. Sweets were distributed.

Ice cream Treat
Play time is essential for the children's cognitive
and physical development, generating creativity, mind and body toning and overall personality development. The children were treated with
ice cream in summer during their play time.

Parent-teacher Meetings
Parent-Teacher conferences were regularly con35

ducted at the school. The family involvement has
led to positive benefit for the children, such as
increased school attendance, higher academic
performance, and improved attitude towards
learning.

Talent Contest - 18th September 2016
Jharkhand Talent Contest (JTC India) held talent-search competitions at various schools in
Jharkhand. The identified talented students were
recognised and awarded at a function held on
18th September 2016 in Doranda, Ranchi.
Mantasha Sumaira of Class 1 and Muhammad
Farhan of Class 2 were selected for the first and
second positions in HMK Public School's internal grading. Proud moments for parents, teachers and the students of the school!

CONCLUSION
One year - 365 opportunities
Many young slum dwellers living in Hindpiri
(Ranchi) slums have benefited from attending
HMK Public School in the past 12 years. They are
exposed to good education, moral and ethical values, discipline, confidence, etiquette and positive
attitude. Summarized feed-back received from
parents about the progress seen in the children is
given below:

STUDENTS’ DETAIL

HMK Public School

Male
13
9
10
6
6
7
2
2
55

Female
7
11
8
7
5
4
4
2
48

In the session April 2016 to March 2017
Total number of students:103
Male: 55
Female: 48

Class
Pre Nursery
Nursery
Prep
Class I
Class II
Class III
Class IV
Class V
Total

Tutorial Classes

Total
20
20
18
13
11
11
6
4
103

Total
0
6
3
4
2
1
16

Tutorial Classes are conducted after regular school
hours. They provide academic assistance to those
formal school-going students of the slum who cannot
afford private tuitions and whose parents, being illiterate, are unable to guide their wards with their studies. Tutorial center offers sessions of two hours
according to the grade level. It helps prevent dropouts, resulting in students continuing their studies in
the formal schools.

HMK Tutorial Class for existing students

In the session April 2016- March 2017
n Discipline and respect for elders.
Total # of students:16
Positive behavior.
Male: 02
n Keen interest in studying at
Female: 14
home.
There are other simin Audio visual classes have
lar success stories, thanks
Class
Male
Female
increased interest in acaPrep
0
0
to the teams at KBET and
demics.
Class I 0
6
n Imbibed ability to confi- HMK Public School and the
Class II 0
3
dently speak in public.
overwhelming
support
Class III 1
3
n Understand and appreciClass IV 0
2
extended by Sackhumvit
ate the English language
Class V 1
0
n Computer classes have
Trust over the years.
Total
2
14
improved the children's knowledge base.

LEARNING WITH FUN

Annual day celebrations - Painting, performance, athletics and essay
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NEW ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS OF CHANGE
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N

EW English High School was founded
in the year 1940 by villagers and community members in a small house in
Kasaba, Sangameshwar block in
Ratnagiri district. NEH is a private school and
provides quality education to the minority community. A total of 32 batches have successfully
completed their high school education from
NEH. The school has provided a model education
for students in the village for sustainable education and development. Teaching children to question, to think, and to learn about the world
around them is the foundation of New English
High School's philosophy.
Sackhumvit Trust partnering with NEH school
provides scholarship to 40 students from the
under priviledged sections of the community.
NEH's success comes from leveraging their
founders' lifelong experience as educators, while
employing local professionals to implement their
programmes. The aim is to provide a classroom
environment to help children develop in all areas:
academically, socially, physically and artistically.
The medium of instruction is English, opening
many doors to a modern India that is connected
to the world. Urdu is the second language taught.
The school moved from strength to strength and
in the year 1976 Junior college classes of Arts and
Commerce wings were added. Funds were raised
and a two storey building provided the introduction of the science junior college. The school had
the following activities in the year 2016-17.
Winners were given prizes and the management
encouraged more numbers to participate.
nAnnual sports
nElocution competition
nEssay writing
nStory Telling competition
nEducational Trip
nHand writing competition
nFounder's day (26 September)
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Morning assembly (top); and Morning rush hour at school (below)

In the year 2016-17
nTotal students appeared : 222
nKhan Nazifa Firoz - 1st in Taluka
nPassed students: 222
nSecondary Section: First class with distinction: 23,
nFirst class: 100

Konkan Talent Search ( KTS)
Total students appeared: 20
Certificate awarded students: 13

NMMS Exam
Total students appeared: 14
Scholarship wining students (Rs. 500 Per Month):
nKondvilkar Akshay Uday,
nShigvan Aditya Anant,
nNagvekar Ayush Pravin

Sanganak Samanyadnyan Pariksha
Total students appeared : 62
Sakshi Dipak Katkar - Second in Taluka
(Rs. 75 and Certificate)

Hindi Talent Search
Total students appeared: 55
Pass students: 55

History Talent Search
Total students appeared: 30
Pass students: 30

Drawing Examination
Students appeared: Balchitrakala Spardha: 39
Elementary Grade: 7
Students passed: 7
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Cricket in the woods

Annual day celebrations (left); and My world - through art (right)

NEW PREMISES FOUNDATION OF A SOLID STRUCTURE

Sackhumvit House- Bengaluru

I

NAUGURATION ceremonies
took place on 1st March 2017
for the new building at
Chamundi Nagar, Bengaluru.
The brand new building will hold
three classrooms, two large training rooms and a large auditorium.
It will also allow for more children
to have access to tutorial and remedial
programmes
including
Women Empowerment (WE) programmes. The New Centre will lay
an extra emphasis on the WE programme. The building was officially inaugurated by the Trustee of
Sackhumvit
Trust
Mrs.
Vijayalakshmi Hashim.
The building stands on a 60x45
feet plot and has a built up area of
8,500 sq ft. This remarkable day not
only felicitated the gigantic leap in
the development of the inception of
Sackhumvit house but we hope it
will take the centre to its zenith and
the students will use the infrastructure and the immense opportunity
that is provided to them.
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Inauguration of Sackhumvit House, Bengaluru

Total disbursed to projects

Details
Total Income

15,61,861

35,27,521

Amount
85,98,626

18.16%

Total administrative cost
Administrative cost as a
percentage of total income

FINANCIALS SACKHUMVIT TRUST 2016-2017
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FUTURE PLANS
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Looks upbeat and promising

New projects introduced - 2017
nCreative weekend classes for 6 and 7th class students
nNewspaper bag making training classes for
women
nGarment making instructional classes for women
nWeekend training on fine embroidery classes for
women
nWomen empowerment project on health and
hygiene
nGeneral counselling for women and children

Vision for future
nIn the next three years, Sackhumvit Trust plans
to scale up to educate an additional 5,000 children in their three centres in Bengaluru city.
nTo initiate activities on a wide spectrum of
socially relevant problems including child
rights, women's empowerment, care of the elderly and improvement of livelihood.
nExpanding women's economic opportunities
nOur projects are looking into expanding opportunities for women through education, entrepreneurship, and vocational training. We provide
women the knowledge and skills to earn an
income and lift themselves and their families out
of poverty. By providing networking opportunities, mentoring, access to information, hands
on vocational support and business management training, we foster environments where
women can create a brighter future for themselves. We work alongside local partners to
equip women with knowledge of craft and necessary training to break into higher-paid
employment sectors.
nDigital literacy is becoming almost as important as traditional literacy. Technology can
also be a powerful tool for girls to become
leaders and agents of change. The Trust plans
to initiate technology based teaching in their
new centre which has all the facilities for technical exposure.
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Children felicitate Mr. Khalid Hashim

It has been the goal of education to make every child a life long learner;
it must also be the goal of education to make every child a life long earner.
ANONYMOUS

NEW PROJECTS INTRODUCED AT BENGALURU CENTRE

Unity is strength...
whenever there is teamwork and collaboration,
wonderful things can be
achieved.
MATTIE STEPANEK,
Poet

TEAM SACKHUMVIT TRUST
TRUSTEES
Khalid Hashim
Vijayalakshmi Hashim
PROJECTS HEAD
Rajini Seetharam
CO-ORDINATOR
Jonas Jeyasuryan
AUDITORS
HB Sunil & Co
REGISTERED OFFICE:
Sackhumvit House,
#202, 2nd Floor,
New BEL Road,
Bengaluru -560054
Karnataka, India
Tel: 080 41236523
Email: info@sackhumvit.org

